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Open Brief / Open Letter
 NLF-behavior

to

Paul mcCartney feels no NLF-shame  

You don't care for NLF-Young Adults...

6 november 2008

Paul,

You receive this letter by mail. 

Its rather difficult to be fair,  now you prove to be a crude celebrity-monster who doesn't care for NLF-
Young Adults.

Nothing shows that you want to rescue my life, so we can rescue the lives of war-victums together.

Have you watched the news on Dr Congo?
Do you understand that UN & ICC are guilty to the restart of that civilian-war?
Due to dirty deals between UN, ICC & local rebels/victums... another rebel can be brought to ICC-prison 
for an ICC-degree.   Yes indeed, there are DR Congo-warlords in ICC-prison,     thanks to others who now 
have taken over controle in that restarted local civil-war.... UN only watches people die, waiting for the 
next  'razzia' that has  to bring new war-lords to ICC-prison with dirty deals,    when they feel like it....

Who's going to educate DR Congo-kids on law? So they can start their own lawcase with ICC, by passing 
UN & EU?  I want to, but ICC tries to kill me because I can prove that they work like war-lords 
themselves.... I asked you to work with me and to rescue my life, so we can make ICC function as an 
Int. court of law is suppossed to do.
  
You give me your name...and I can do with it what I want...on my sites?!?     Trust & Love to you? 
I call this hatred not Love.

Because I have been tortured by the local police for publishing my file on the Web,   I don't write all my 
thoughts down.  You know this.  But over the past months I have been building many NLF-thinking - & 
behavioral-patterns in my mind.  NLF- 50 questions Lovebook is a project for us, first. Us and the rest of 
the World, second.   Lay-out of my work: Letters with themes I write to you in NL-EN, meant as a 
guideline for the Young onces.

Your message to me is:
'You can write everything to me on your web - email or send mail -, even when you are angry with me. 
I am not going to respond in a way that feels healty for you or NLF-kids'.

Because you don't want to be civilized 'I have done a lot of work for nothing'. 
Can't publish my NLF-thinking & - behavioral when you don't want to level with me in equity & equality; 
don't want to level with NLF-kids.... How do you feel when I waste your work? 
I never expected you to be so selfish and rude!

Now I shall try to be fair.   NLF-readers are not informed about this...
You do respond to my work in your private life.   Your relationship with Heather normalizes a little; 
Heather  feels good about having a daughter of you despite all her hatred for your personality...
I explain 'why you'd better not compose songs for Heather, so you compose a next song for Nancy'...

I tell you all about security and you use it for your Tel Aviv-concert...while you treat me like shitt. 

You know...  'you blundered and one day you have to pay for it'.   But you're not couragous enough to 
undo your mistakes and (re)build NLF together with me... This is NO NLF-attitude. 
Young adults have to learn 'when to feel ashamed for mistakes made and how to repair damage they 
caused'...  You don't want to educate them. I build NLF without you, certainly until you've sorted out your 
crude attitude towards me and have repaired damage you caused. 

Desiree
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